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Three of the eight committee charges were taken up this year, specifically 
numbers 1, 4 and 8 on the International Programs Committee appointment page.  
A report for each of these charges is given individually below.6 July 20126 July 
2012 
 
Charge #1.  Evaluate Each Study Abroad program. 

The International Programs Committee took up in earnest an assignment that I 
felt carried a sense of urgency since it has never been considered in its entirety 
(committee charge #1); We evaluated each study abroad program for academic 
content, number of credit hours, and documentation.  To accomplish this sizable 
task, all program syllabi and other documents were sent to Committee members 
over three installments, with specific comments to be returned to the Committee 
chair and to the Director of Study Abroad.  After the first two rounds (2/3 of the 
programs), the International Programs Committee met to discuss deficiencies 
and steps to be taken to rectify them.  The remaining syllabi, which were of those 
programs considered to be in the best condition, were evaluated in the few 
weeks after the committee meeting.   
 
Among all CAFNR programs, the Committee found Thailand, Belgium, New 
Zealand, Canada, Italy, and South Africa to be acceptable as currently presented 
and offered.  Specific comments about the others are given below: 
 
a. Australia.  The deficiencies in the syllabus are numerous; there are no 

objectives, general background, indication of the number of credit hours, or 
criteria for evaluation of the students.  This program is delivered largely by 
the University of Queensland, whereas our faculty assign grades.  After the 
program runs this summer, Matt will meet with Don Spiers to address the 
deficiencies and update the syllabus. 

 
b. Costa Rica – EARTH.   This program consists of 4 courses.  The Committee 

considered the Climate Change course to be acceptable as is, but had 
concerns about the other three.  The courses on Rural Tourism, Community 
Outreach, and Sustainable Agriculture lacked an orientation, detail about 
academic content, and criteria for evaluation of the students.  The courses at 
EARTH are delivered by a consortium, including University of Florida and 
Michigan State University.  As such, we are not able to control content of the 
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syllabi.  Matt will contact the institutions that deliver the courses and try to 
get updated and more complete syllabi from them. 

 
c.  Czech Republic.  The Czech program is delivered and graded by faculty in 

Prague.  The program consists of 3, 3-semester hour courses.  There was 
concern and discussion about the number of semester hours.  These are ECTS 
credits which are directly converted to U.S. semester hours at 2:1.  So 18 ECTS 
credits are equivalent to 9 semester hours.  Additional concern was raised 
about the lack of detail in the schedule of activities.  The syllabus was 
provided by our Czech counterparts, thus any deficiencies will have to be 
corrected on our end.  Matt will try to obtain more detailed information  from 
our colleagues at the Czech University of Life Sciences (CULS) for inclusion 
in the syllabus that we provide. 

 
d. France.  This program is delivered by a French university in Toulouse (INP-EI 

Purpan).  The only documentation we have for the France program is a 7-
page detailed document that discusses only costs and insurance.  Getting 
documentation from the French is exceedingly difficult.  After the program 
runs this summer, Matt will attempt to construct a syllabus based on what we 
know about it.  Although 12 ECTS are given by the French university for this 
program, there was unanimous agreement within the International Programs 
Committee for MU giving 9 semester hours of credit rather than 6. 

   
 
Charge #4. Establish criteria for additional study abroad program development 

Matt prepared a 7 point set of guidelines (see last page) to be used to assess the 
viability of establishing new CAFNR study abroad programs.  The guidelines are 
presented to assist CAFNR faculty members in assessing the likelihood that a 
new program proposal will be supported by his/her Department Chair, CAFNR 
Office of Academic Programs, CAFNR International Programs Committee, and 
eventually the MU International Center.  These guidelines were evaluated and 
approved by the International Programs Committee. 
 
 
Charge #8.  Review relationship to the MU International Programs Office  

Our relationship with the International Programs Office historically has been 
very good, with complete cooperation and free, open dialogue as necessary.  Our 
relationship has only been strengthened by virtue of hiring Matt Pourney from 
them to serve as our new Director of Study Abroad.  
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Recommended topics for committee charge in 2012-13: 

1.   Prepare a CAFNR study abroad program mission statement 
2. Establish rationale and guidelines for consistent usage of study abroad course 

numbers 
3.  Refine guidelines and criteria for development of new CAFNR study abroad 

programs 
4. Develop a student recruitment strategy for CAFNR study abroad programs 
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Pre-Proposal Guidelines for Establishment of a CAFNR Study 
Abroad Program 

 
The following guidelines are provided to assist CAFNR faculty members in assessing the 
likelihood that a new program proposal will be supported by his/her Department Chair, 
CAFNR’s Office of Academic Programs, CAFNR International Programs Committee, and, 
eventually, the MU International Center.  Faculty members should carefully review these 
guidelines prior to developing a formal program proposal. 
 

 It is advised that any faculty member working toward the establishment of a new 
study abroad program have, at a minimum, .75 FTE (benefit eligible) status. 
 

 Program academic content should have a clear and direct tie to a CAFNR discipline 
(or disciplines). 

 
 Proposed program should have approval and support of the respective faculty 

member’s Division Director. 
 

 Potential interest of CAFNR students should be assessed.  In order to ensure the 
success of a program, a minimum of 10 students should be expected to participate.  
Regardless of the number of participants, at least 70-75% of students should be 
CAFNR students.  

 
 Location, academic subject, term, and potential student market should be assessed 

in respect to the existing portfolio of CAFNR programs to help ensure a good 
academic and geographical match.   

o Depending on the size of the market, it may be more or less difficult to 
propose a program that has the potential to compete with existing CAFNR 
program options.  

 
 Ideally, two (or more) CAFNR faculty members should assume “ownership” of the 

program to increase the likelihood that the program will remain viable should one 
faculty member depart from his/her current position at the university. 

o Whenever possible, a designated substitute program leader should be 
assigned by the primary program leaders.  This substitute leader would be 
the first contact should the program owners be unable to lead the program 
due to unforeseen circumstances (medical or family emergency, etc.). 

 
 Likelihood of program sustainability should be high.  This could be influenced by 

any number of factors, including, but not limited to: faculty member status, number 
of faculty participants, size of target market, program costs, plans for future 
iterations of the program, etc. 

 
 

 


